ѝॾӪ≁઼ޡഭԧṬ⌅
Pricing Law of the People's Republic of China
ㅜаᶑ ѪҶ㿴㤳ԧṬ㹼ѪˈਁᥕԧṬਸ⨶䝽㖞䍴ⓀⲴ⭘ˈっᇊᐲ൪ԧṬᙫ≤ᒣˈ؍ᣔ⎸
䍩㘵઼㓿㩕㘵Ⲵਸ⌅ᵳ⳺ˈ׳䘋⽮Պѫѹᐲ൪㓿⍾ڕᓧਁኅˈࡦᇊᵜ⌅Ǆ
Article 1 This law is formulated with a view to standardizing price behavior so as
to strengthen their role in rational disposition of resources, stabilize the general
price level of the market, protect the lawful rights and interests of consumers
and business operators and then promote the healthy development of the
socialist market economy.
ㅜҼᶑ ൘ѝॾӪ≁઼ޡഭຳਁ⭏ⲴԧṬ㹼Ѫˈ䘲⭘ᵜ⌅Ǆ
Article 2 The law is applicable to all the price behaviors that occur within the
territory of the People's Republic of China.
ᵜ⌅ᡰ〠ԧṬवᤜ୶૱ԧṬ઼ᴽ࣑ԧṬǄ
The term "price" used in the law includes prices of all kinds of merchandise and
prices of all kinds of services.
୶૱ԧṬᱟᤷ㊫ᴹᖒӗ૱઼ᰐᖒ䍴ӗⲴԧṬǄ
The term "price of merchandise" refers to the prices of all kinds of tangible and
non-tangible assets.
ᴽ࣑ԧṬᱟᤷ㊫ᴹگᴽ࣑Ⲵ᭦䍩Ǆ
The term "price of services" refers to fees collected for services rendered.
ㅜйᶑ ഭᇦᇎ㹼ᒦ䙀↕ᆼழᆿ㿲㓿⍾䈳᧗лѫ㾱⭡ᐲ൪ᖒᡀԧṬⲴᵪࡦǄԧṬⲴࡦᇊᓄᖃ
ㅖਸԧ٬㿴ᖻˈབྷཊᮠ୶૱઼ᴽ࣑ԧṬᇎ㹼ᐲ൪䈳㢲ԧˈᶱቁᮠ୶૱઼ᴽ࣑ԧṬᇎ㹼᭯ᓌᤷ
ሬԧᡆ㘵᭯ᓌᇊԧǄ
Article 3 The State shall introduce and gradually improve the mechanism of
regulation of prices mainly through market force and under a kind of
macroeconomic control. Under such a mechanism, pricing should be made to
accord with the value law with most of the merchandises and services to adopt
market regulated prices while only a few of them to be put under
government-set or guided prices.
ᐲ൪䈳㢲ԧˈᱟᤷ⭡㓿㩕㘵㠚ѫࡦᇊˈ䙊䗷ᐲ൪ㄎҹᖒᡀⲴԧṬǄ
Market-regulated prices refer to prices fixed independently by business
operators through market competition.

ᵜ⌅ᡰ〠㓿㩕㘵ᱟᤷӾһ⭏ӗǃ㓿㩕୶૱ᡆ㘵ᨀᴹگᴽ࣑Ⲵ⌅ӪǃަԆ㓴㓷઼њӪǄ
"Business operator" used in this law refers to legal persons, other organizations
or individuals that engage in production or marketing of merchandises or
provide paid services.
᭯ᓌᤷሬԧˈᱟᤷ➗ᵜ⌅㿴ᇊˈ⭡᭯ᓌԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘ᡆ㘵ަԆᴹޣ䜘䰘ˈ᤹➗ᇊԧᵳ䲀઼
㤳ത㿴ᇊส߶ԧ৺ަ⎞ࣘᑵᓖˈᤷሬ㓿㩕㘵ࡦᇊⲴԧṬǄ
Government-guided prices refer to prices as fixed by business operators
according to benchmark prices and range of the prices as set by the government
department in charge of price or other related departments within their term of
reference.
᭯ᓌᇊԧˈᱟᤷ➗ᵜ⌅㿴ᇊˈ⭡᭯ᓌԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘ᡆ㘵ަԆᴹޣ䜘䰘ˈ᤹➗ᇊԧᵳ䲀઼㤳
തࡦᇊⲴԧṬǄ
Government-set prices as fixed by the government department in charge of
prices or related departments within their term of reference according to the
provisions of this law.
ㅜഋᶑ ഭᇦ᭟ᤱ઼׳䘋ޜᒣǃޜᔰǃਸ⌅Ⲵᐲ൪ㄎҹˈ㔤ᣔ↓ᑨⲴԧṬ〙ᒿˈሩԧṬ⍫ࣘ
ᇎ㹼㇑⨶ǃⴁⶓ઼ᗵ㾱Ⲵ䈳᧗Ǆ
Article 4 The State shall support and prompt fair, open and legal market
competition, maintain normal price order and exercise administration,
regulation and necessary control over conduct of prices.
ㅜӄᶑ ഭ࣑䲒ԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘㔏а䍏䍓ޘഭⲴԧṬᐕǄഭ࣑䲒ަԆᴹޣ䜘䰘൘㠚Ⲵ㙼䍓
㤳തˈ䍏䍓ᴹⲴޣԧṬᐕǄ
Article 5 The State Council department in charge of prices shall be responsible
for the administration of the work related to prices in the whole country and
other related departments shall be responsible for such work within their terms
of reference.
৯㓗ԕкൠᯩ㓗Ӫ≁᭯ᓌԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘䍏䍓ᵜ㹼᭯४ฏⲴԧṬᐕǄ৯㓗ԕкൠᯩ㓗
Ӫ≁᭯ᓌަԆᴹޣ䜘䰘൘㠚Ⲵ㙼䍓㤳തˈ䍏䍓ᴹⲴޣԧṬᐕǄ
Price departments of the people's governments at and above the county level
shall be responsible for the work related to prices within the regions under their
jurisdiction. Price departments of the people's governments at and above the
county level shall be responsible for the work related to prices within their terms
of reference.

ㅜҼㄐ 㓿㩕㘵ⲴԧṬ㹼Ѫ
CHAPTER TWO PRICE BEHAVIOR OF BUSINESS OPERATORS
ㅜޝᶑ ୶૱ԧṬ઼ᴽ࣑ԧṬˈ䲔➗ᵜ⌅ㅜॱޛᶑ㿴ᇊ䘀⭘᭯ᓌᤷሬԧᡆ㘵᭯ᓌᇊԧཆˈ
ᇎ㹼ᐲ൪䈳㢲ԧˈ⭡㓿㩕㘵➗ᵜ⌅㠚ѫࡦᇊǄ
Article 6 Prices of all merchandises and services, except those as set in Article
18 of this law to adopt government-set or guided prices, shall be subject to
market regulation to be fixed by business operators independently according to
the provisions of this law.
ㅜгᶑ 㓿㩕㘵ᇊԧˈᓄᖃ䚥ᗚޜᒣǃਸ⌅઼䈊ᇎؑ⭘ⲴࡉǄ
Article 7 In fixing prices, business operators should follow the principle of
fairness, lawfulness, honesty and trustworthiness.
ㅜޛᶑ 㓿㩕㘵ᇊԧⲴสᵜᦞᱟ⭏ӗ㓿㩕ᡀᵜ઼ᐲ൪≲⣦ߥǄ
Article 8 Prices should be fixed by business operators basing on the cost of
production or operation and market supply and demand.
ㅜҍᶑ 㓿㩕㘵ᓄᖃࣚ࣋᭩䘋⭏ӗ㓿㩕㇑⨶ˈ䱽վ⭏ӗ㓿㩕ᡀᵜˈѪ⎸䍩㘵ᨀԧṬਸ⨶Ⲵ
୶૱઼ᴽ࣑ˈᒦ൘ᐲ൪ㄎҹѝ㧧ਆਸ⌅࡙⏖Ǆ
Article 9 Business operators should strive for a better management to their own
production and business operations so as to lower cost and provide consumers
with merchandises and services at reasonable prices while obtaining lawful
profits in market competition.
ㅜॱᶑ 㓿㩕㘵ᓄᖃṩᦞަ㓿㩕ᶑԦᔪ・ǃޘڕ䜘ԧṬ㇑⨶ࡦᓖˈ߶⺞䇠ᖅоṨᇊ୶૱઼
ᴽ࣑Ⲵ⭏ӗ㓿㩕ᡀᵜˈнᗇᔴ㲊ٷǄ
Article 10 Business operators should establish and improve their system of
internal price management, accurately record and verify the cost of production
or operations for their merchandise or services, in which any deception or
forgery is not allowed.
ㅜॱаᶑ 㓿㩕㘵䘋㹼ԧṬ⍫ࣘˈӛᴹлࡇᵳ࡙˖
Article 11 Operators shall enjoy the following rights in pricing:
˄а˅㠚ѫࡦᇊҾᐲ൪䈳㢲ⲴԧṬ˗
1. To fix prices that are subject to market regulation;
˄Ҽ˅൘᭯ᓌᤷሬԧ㿴ᇊⲴᑵᓖࡦᇊԧṬ˗
2. To fix prices within the guided range as set by the government;

˄й˅ࡦᇊҾ᭯ᓌᤷሬԧǃ᭯ᓌᇊԧӗ૱㤳തⲴᯠӗ૱Ⲵ䈅䬰ԧṬˈ⢩ᇊӗ૱䲔ཆ˗
3. To fix prices for new products which are subject to government-set or guided
prices, except special products for trial sales; and
˄ഋ˅ỰѮǃ᧗ץ⣟ަ⌅㠚ѫᇊԧᵳ࡙Ⲵ㹼ѪǄ
4. To report or claim against actions that have infringe upon their rights of
independent pricing.
ㅜॱҼᶑ 㓿㩕㘵䘋㹼ԧṬ⍫ࣘˈᓄᖃ䚥ᆸ⌅ᖻǃ⌅㿴ˈᢗ㹼ࡦ⌅ᇊⲴ᭯ᓌᤷሬԧǃ᭯ᓌ
ᇊԧ઼⌅ᇊⲴԧṬᒢ亴᧚ᯭǃ㍗ᙕ᧚ᯭǄ
Article 12 In their work related to prices, business operators should strictly keep
up with laws, regulations, government guided-prices, government-set prices,
legal price intervention measures and emergency measures adopted by the
government according to law.
ㅜॱйᶑ 㓿㩕㘵䬰ǃ᭦䍝୶૱઼ᨀᴽ࣑ˈᓄᖃ᤹➗᭯ᓌԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘Ⲵ㿴ᇊ᰾⸱ḷԧˈ
⌘᰾୶૱Ⲵ૱ǃӗൠǃ㿴Ṭǃㅹ㓗ǃ䇑ԧঅսǃԧṬᡆ㘵ᴽ࣑Ⲵ亩ⴞǃ᭦䍩ḷ߶ㅹᴹޣᛵ
ߥǄ
Article 13 In marketing and purchasing merchandises or providing services,
business operators should clearly tap the related prices, specify names, places
of origin, specifications, grades, price units, prices or items, fee collection
standards and other related information according to the government's
regulations.
㓿㩕㘵нᗇ൘ḷԧѻཆ࣐ԧࠪ୶૱ˈнᗇ᭦ਆԫօᵚҸḷ᰾Ⲵ䍩⭘Ǆ
Business operators must not sell merchandises at prices above the marked
prices or collect fees not specified.
ㅜॱഋᶑ 㓿㩕㘵нᗇᴹлࡇн↓ᖃԧṬ㹼Ѫ˖
Article 14 Business operators must not act whatsoever in the following ways to
effect abnormal price behaviors:
˄а˅ӂѢ䙊ˈ㓥ᐲ൪ԧṬˈᦏᇣަԆ㓿㩕㘵ᡆ㘵⎸䍩㘵Ⲵਸ⌅ᵳ⳺˗
1. To work collaboratively with others to control market prices to great
detriments to the lawful rights and interests of other business operators or
consumers;
˄Ҽ˅൘⌅䱽ԧ༴⨶勌⍫୶૱ǃᆓ㢲ᙗ୶૱ǃ〟୶૱ㅹ୶૱ཆˈѪҶᧂᥔㄎҹሩᡆ㘵
⤜ঐᐲ൪ˈԕվҾᡀᵜⲴԧṬٮ䬰ˈᢠҡ↓ᑨⲴ⭏ӗ㓿㩕〙ᒿˈᦏᇣഭᇦ࡙⳺ᡆ㘵ަԆ㓿㩕
㘵Ⲵਸ⌅ᵳ⳺˗

2. To engage in dumping sales (except the cases of sales of fresh and live
merchandises, seasonal merchandises and stockpiled merchandises at discount)
at belowcost prices in order to attain an upper hand over rivals or dominate the
market and disrupt the normal production and operation order to great
detriments to the interests of the State or the lawful rights and interests of other
business operators;
˄й˅䙐ǃᮓᐳ⏘ԧؑˈᣜԧṬˈ᧘ࣘ୶૱ԧṬ䗷儈к⏘Ⲵ˗
3. To fabricate and spread price rise information for pushing up the prices to
excessively high level;
˄ഋ˅࡙⭘㲊Ⲵٷᡆ㘵֯Ӫ䈟䀓ⲴԧṬ⇥ˈ䈡僇⎸䍩㘵ᡆ㘵ަԆ㓿㩕㘵оަ䘋㹼Ӕ᱃˗
4. To resort to deceitful or misleading means in terms of prices to entice
consumers or other business operators into trading in terms of prices;
˄ӄ˅ᨀ୶਼૱ᡆ㘵ᴽ࣑ˈሩާᴹ਼ㅹӔ᱃ᶑԦⲴަԆ㓿㩕㘵ᇎ㹼ԧṬ↗㿶˗
5. To discriminate in terms of prices same kinds of merchandises or services
offered by certain business operators under same trading conditions;
˄˅ޝ䟷ਆᣜ儈ㅹ㓗ᡆ㘵վㅹ㓗ㅹ⇥᭦䍝ǃ䬰୶૱ᡆ㘵ᨀᴽ࣑ˈਈᨀ儈ᡆ㘵վ
ԧṬ˗
6. To disguisely raise or lower prices at irrational ranges by artificially raising or
lowering grades of merchandises or services;
˄г˅䘍৽⌅ᖻǃ⌅㿴Ⲵ㿴ᇊ⢏ਆ᳤࡙˗
7. To seek exorbitant profits in violation of laws and regulations; and
˄⌅˅ޛᖻǃ㹼᭯⌅㿴⾱→ⲴަԆн↓ᖃԧṬ㹼ѪǄ
8. To effect other illicit price behaviors that are forbidden by law or
administrative decrees.
ㅜॱӄᶑ ㊫ѝӻᵪᶴᨀᴹگᴽ࣑᭦ਆ䍩⭘ˈᓄᖃ䚥ᆸᵜ⌅Ⲵ㿴ᇊǄ⌅ᖻਖᴹ㿴ᇊⲴˈ
᤹➗ᴹޣ㿴ᇊᢗ㹼Ǆ
Article 15 In collecting fees for services rendered, all intermediary organizations
should abide by the provisions of this law, except otherwise provided by other
laws.
ㅜॱޝᶑ 㓿㩕㘵䬰䘋ਓ୶૱ǃ᭦䍝ࠪਓ୶૱ˈᓄᖃ䚥ᆸᵜㄐⲴᴹޣ㿴ᇊˈ㔤ᣔഭᐲ൪
〙ᒿǄ
Article 16 In a bid to keep the domestic market order, business operators must

observe related provisions of this chapter in selling imported merchandises or
purchasing export merchandises.
ㅜॱгᶑ 㹼ъ㓴㓷ᓄᖃ䚥ᆸԧṬ⌅ᖻǃ⌅㿴ˈ࣐ᕪԧṬ㠚ᖻˈ᧕ਇ᭯ᓌԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘Ⲵᐕ
ᤷሬǄ
Article 17 Organizations of various sectors should abide by laws and regulations
governing prices, persist in self-discipline with regard to prices and accept
guidance from government price departments.
ㅜйㄐ ᭯ᓌⲴᇊԧ㹼Ѫ
CHAPTER THREE PRICE BEHAVIOR OF GOVERNMENT
ㅜॱޛᶑ лࡇ୶૱઼ᴽ࣑ԧṬˈ᭯ᓌ൘ᗵ㾱ᰦਟԕᇎ㹼᭯ᓌᤷሬԧᡆ㘵᭯ᓌᇊԧ˖
Article 18 The government shall issue government-set or guided prices for the
following merchandises and services if necessary:
˄а˅оഭ≁㓿⍾ਁኅ઼Ӫ≁⭏⍫ޣ㌫䟽བྷⲴᶱቁᮠ୶૱ԧṬ˗
1. The few merchandises that are of great importance to development of the
national economy and the people's livelihood;
˄Ҽ˅䍴Ⓚ〰㕪Ⲵቁᮠ୶૱ԧṬ˗
2. The few merchandises that are in shortage of resources;
˄й˅㠚❦පᯝ㓿㩕Ⲵ୶૱ԧṬ˗
3. Merchandises of monopoly in nature;
˄ഋ˅䟽㾱Ⲵ⭘ޜһъԧṬ˗
4. Important public utilities;
˄ӄ˅䟽㾱Ⲵ⳺ޜᙗᴽ࣑ԧṬǄ
5. Important services of public welfare in nature.
ㅜॱҍᶑ ᭯ᓌᤷሬԧǃ᭯ᓌᇊԧⲴᇊԧᵳ䲀઼ާփ䘲⭘㤳തˈԕѝཞⲴ઼ൠᯩⲴᇊԧⴞᖅ
ѪᦞǄ
Article 19 Scope of specific items and uses for government-set or guided prices
shall depend on the price catalogs issued by the central and local governments.
ѝཞᇊԧⴞᖅ⭡ഭ࣑䲒ԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘ࡦᇊǃ؞䇒ˈᣕഭ࣑䲒ᢩ߶ਾޜᐳǄ
Catalogs of central government-set prices shall be fixed and revised by the price
department of the State Council an published after the approval of the State
Council.

ൠᯩᇊԧⴞᖅ⭡ⴱǃ㠚⋫४ǃⴤ䗆ᐲӪ≁᭯ᓌԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘᤹➗ѝཞᇊԧⴞᖅ㿴ᇊⲴᇊԧᵳ
䲀઼ާփ䘲⭘㤳തࡦᇊˈ㓿ᵜ㓗Ӫ≁᭯ᓌᇑṨ਼ˈᣕഭ࣑䲒ԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘ᇑᇊਾޜᐳǄ
Catalogs of prices to be set by departments of the people's governments of
privinces, autonomous regions and municipalities within their power according
to scope of specific items and uses as set in the central price catalog and be
published with the examination and approval of the people's governments at
the same level.
ⴱǃ㠚⋫४ǃⴤ䗆ᐲӪ≁᭯ᓌԕл㓗ൠᯩӪ≁᭯ᓌнᗇࡦᇊᇊԧⴞᖅǄ
Local people's governments below the provincial, autonomous regional and
municipal level shall not make their own price catalogs.
ㅜҼॱᶑ ഭ࣑䲒ԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘઼ަԆᴹޣ䜘䰘ˈ᤹➗ѝཞᇊԧⴞᖅ㿴ᇊⲴᇊԧᵳ䲀઼ާփ
䘲⭘㤳തࡦᇊ᭯ᓌᤷሬԧǃ᭯ᓌᇊԧ˗ަѝ䟽㾱Ⲵ୶૱઼ᴽ࣑ԧṬⲴ᭯ᓌᤷሬԧǃ᭯ᓌᇊԧˈ
ᓄᖃ᤹➗㿴ᇊ㓿ഭ࣑䲒ᢩ߶Ǆ
Article 20 State Council price department and other related departments shall
fix government-set and guided prices according to scope of items and uses as
set in the central prices and the government-set and guided prices for major
merchandises and services shall get the approval from the State Council.
ⴱǃ㠚⋫४ǃⴤ䗆ᐲӪ≁᭯ᓌԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘઼ަԆᴹޣ䜘䰘ˈᓄᖃ᤹➗ൠᯩᇊԧⴞᖅ㿴ᇊⲴ
ᇊԧᵳ䲀઼ާփ䘲⭘㤳തࡦᇊ൘ᵜൠ४ᢗ㹼Ⲵ᭯ᓌᤷሬԧǃ᭯ᓌᇊԧǄ
Price departments and other related departments of the people's governments
of provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities shall fix indicative local
government-set and guided prices within their respective power according to
scope of items and uses as set in the local price catalogs.
ᐲǃ৯Ӫ≁᭯ᓌਟԕṩᦞⴱǃ㠚⋫४ǃⴤ䗆ᐲӪ≁᭯ᓌⲴᦸᵳˈ᤹➗ൠᯩᇊԧⴞᖅ㿴ᇊⲴᇊ
ԧᵳ䲀઼ާփ䘲⭘㤳തࡦᇊ൘ᵜൠ४ᢗ㹼Ⲵ᭯ᓌᤷሬԧǃ᭯ᓌᇊԧǄ
People's governments of cities and counties may fix government-set and guided
prices for their localities within their own power according to scope of items and
uses as prescribed in the local price catalogs.
ㅜҼॱаᶑ ࡦᇊ᭯ᓌᤷሬԧǃ᭯ᓌᇊԧˈᓄᖃᦞᴹ୶ޣ૱ᡆ㘵ᴽ࣑Ⲵ⽮Պᒣ൷ᡀᵜ઼ᐲ
൪≲⣦ߥǃഭ≁㓿⍾о⽮Պਁኅ㾱≲ԕ৺⽮Պਇ㜭࣋ˈᇎ㹼ਸ⨶Ⲵ䍝䬰ᐞԧǃᢩ䴦ᐞԧǃ
ൠ४ᐞԧ઼ᆓ㢲ᐞԧǄ
Article 21 Government-set and guided prices shall be fixed according to the
average cost and market supply and demand of related marchandises or
services, the economic and social development and the affordance of the people,

allowing rational price differentials between buying and selling, between
wholesale and retail sale, among different regions and different seasons.
ㅜҼॱҼᶑ ᭯ᓌԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘઼ަԆᴹޣ䜘䰘ࡦᇊ᭯ᓌᤷሬԧǃ᭯ᓌᇊԧˈᓄᖃᔰኅԧṬǃ
ᡀᵜ䈳ḕˈੜਆ⎸䍩㘵ǃ㓿㩕㘵઼ᴹޣᯩ䶒Ⲵ㿱Ǆ
Article 22 In fixing government-set and guided prices, price departments and
other related departments shall carry out investigations into prices and costs
and hear views from consumers, business operators and other quarters.
᭯ᓌԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘ᔰኅሩ᭯ᓌᤷሬԧǃ᭯ᓌᇊԧⲴԧṬǃᡀᵜ䈳ḕᰦˈᴹޣঅսᓄᖃྲᇎ৽
᱐ᛵߥˈ〻ᗵ䴰Ⲵᑀ㉯ǃ᮷Ԧԕ৺ަԆ䍴ᯉǄ
Upon investigated by government price departments and related departments
in terms of prices and costs, related units should provide true fact and necessary
books, documents and other materials.
ㅜҼॱйᶑ ࡦᇊޣ㌫㗔Շ࠷䓛࡙⳺Ⲵ⭘ޜһъԧṬǃ⳺ޜᙗᴽ࣑ԧṬǃ㠚❦පᯝ㓿㩕Ⲵ୶
૱ԧṬㅹ᭯ᓌᤷሬԧǃ᭯ᓌᇊԧˈᓄᖃᔪ・ੜ䇱Պࡦᓖˈ⭡᭯ᓌԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘ѫᤱˈᖱ≲⎸
䍩㘵ǃ㓿㩕㘵઼ᴹޣᯩ䶒Ⲵ㿱ˈ䇪䇱ަᗵ㾱ᙗǃਟ㹼ᙗǄ
Article 23 In fixing government-set and guided prices for public utitities services
of public welfare in nature and the prices for merchandises of monopoly in
nature that are important to immediate interest of people public hearings
presided over by government price department should be conveyed to solicit
views from consumers, business operators and other quarters to explore the
necessity and feasibility.
ㅜҼॱഋᶑ ᭯ᓌᤷሬԧǃ᭯ᓌᇊԧࡦᇊਾˈ⭡ࡦᇊԧṬⲴ䜘䰘ੁ⎸䍩㘵ǃ㓿㩕㘵ޜᐳǄ
Article 24 After the government-set and guided prices are determinded, they
shall be made public by the price departments.
ㅜҼॱӄᶑ ᭯ᓌᤷሬԧǃ᭯ᓌᇊԧⲴާփ䘲⭘㤳തǃԧṬ≤ᒣˈᓄᖃṩᦞ㓿⍾䘀㹼ᛵߥˈ
᤹➗㿴ᇊⲴᇊԧᵳ䲀઼〻ᒿ䘲ᰦ䈳ᮤǄ
Article 25 The scope and level of the government-set and guided prices shall
properly be adjusted in the light of the operation of the national economy.
⎸䍩㘵ǃ㓿㩕㘵ਟԕሩ᭯ᓌᤷሬԧǃ᭯ᓌᇊԧᨀࠪ䈳ᮤᔪ䇞Ǆ
Consumers and business operators may put forward their recommendations
with regard to the adjustment of the government-set and guided prices.
ㅜഋㄐ ԧṬᙫ≤ᒣ䈳᧗
CHAPTER FOUR CONTROL AND ADJUSTMENT TO GENERAL PRICE LEVEL

ㅜҼॱޝᶑ っᇊᐲ൪ԧṬᙫ≤ᒣᱟഭᇦ䟽㾱Ⲵᆿ㿲㓿⍾᭯ㆆⴞḷǄഭᇦṩᦞഭ≁㓿⍾ਁኅ
Ⲵ䴰㾱઼⽮Պਇ㜭࣋ˈ⺞ᇊᐲ൪ԧṬᙫ≤ᒣ䈳᧗ⴞḷˈࡇޕഭ≁㓿⍾઼⽮Պਁኅ䇑ࡂǄᒦ
㔬ਸ䘀⭘䍗ᐱǃ䍒᭯ǃᣅ䍴ǃ䘋ࠪਓㅹᯩ䶒Ⲵ᭯ㆆ઼᧚ᯭˈҸԕᇎ⧠Ǆ
Article 26 To stabilize the general price level is one of the major objectives of
macro-economic policy. The State shall set targets for the monitoring and
adjustment of general price level in the light of the requirements of the
development of the national economy and the endurance of the people, list
them into the national economic and social development programs and help
their realization through means of monetary, fiscal, investment and import and
export policies and measures.
ㅜҼॱгᶑ ᭯ᓌਟԕᔪ・䟽㾱୶૱༷ۘࡦᓖˈ䇮・ԧṬ䈳㢲ส䠁ˈ䈳᧗ԧṬˈっᇊᐲ൪Ǆ
Article 27 The government shall build a major merchandise reserve system and
establish a price regulation fund to control prices and stabilize the market.
ㅜҼॱޛᶑ Ѫ䘲ᓄԧṬ䈳᧗઼㇑⨶Ⲵ䴰㾱ˈ᭯ᓌԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘ᓄᖃᔪ・ԧṬⴁ⍻ࡦᓖˈሩ
䟽㾱୶૱ǃᴽ࣑ԧṬⲴਈࣘ䘋㹼ⴁ⍻Ǆ
Article 28 In order to better control prices, government price departments shall
establish a price monitoring system to monitor changes in the prices of major
merchandises and services.
ㅜҼॱҍᶑ ᭯ᓌ൘㋞伏ㅹ䟽㾱ߌӗ૱Ⲵᐲ൪䍝ҠԧṬ䗷վᰦˈਟԕ൘᭦䍝ѝᇎ㹼؍ᣔԧṬˈ
ᒦ䟷ਆᓄⲴ㓿⍾᧚ᯭ؍䇱ަᇎ⧠Ǆ
Article 29 Whereas the selling prices of grain and other major farm produce are
too low on the market, the government shall introduce protective prices and
adopt corresponding measures to ensure the protective prices be put into effect.
ㅜйॱᶑ ᖃ䟽㾱୶૱઼ᴽ࣑ԧṬᱮ㪇к⏘ᡆ㘵ᴹਟ㜭ᱮ㪇к⏘ˈഭ࣑䲒઼ⴱǃ㠚⋫४ǃⴤ
䗆ᐲӪ≁᭯ᓌਟԕሩ䜘࠶ԧṬ䟷ਆ䲀ᇊᐞԧ⦷ᡆ㘵࡙⏖⦷ǃ㿴ᇊ䲀ԧǃᇎ㹼ᨀԧ⭣ᣕࡦᓖ઼
䈳ԧ༷Ṹࡦᓖㅹᒢ亴᧚ᯭǄ
Article 30 Whereas prices of major merchandises or services rise sharply or are
likely to rise sharply, the State Council and the people's governments of
provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities may set limit at disparity of
prices or rate of profitability for part of the merchandises, fix price ceilings or
introduce other measures for intervention such as a system for announcing or
recording price rises.
ⴱǃ㠚⋫४ǃⴤ䗆ᐲӪ≁᭯ᓌ䟷ਆࡽⅮ㿴ᇊⲴᒢ亴᧚ᯭˈᓄᖃᣕഭ࣑䲒༷ṸǄ
After adoption of above-mentioned intervention measures, provincial,

autonomous regional and municipal people's governments should report to the
State Council for the record.
ㅜйॱаᶑ ᖃᐲ൪ԧṬᙫ≤ᒣࠪ⧠⛸⌒ࣘㅹᔲᑨ⣦ᘱᰦˈഭ࣑䲒ਟԕ൘ޘഭ㤳തᡆ㘵
䜘࠶४ฏ䟷ਆѤᰦ䳶ѝᇊԧᵳ䲀ǃ䜘࠶ᡆ㘵ޘ䶒߫㔃ԧṬⲴ㍗ᙕ᧚ᯭǄ
Article 31 When such abnormalities as violent fluctuation in the general price
level occur nationwide, the State Council shall introduce power for the
concentrated fixation of prices in the whole country or part of the regions for the
time being or adopt such emergency measures as freezing part or all prices.
ㅜйॱҼᶑ ➗ᵜ⌅ㅜйॱᶑǃㅜйॱаᶑⲴ㿴ᇊᇎ㹼ᒢ亴᧚ᯭǃ㍗ᙕ᧚ᯭⲴᛵᖒ⎸䲔ਾˈ
ᓄᖃ৺ᰦ䀓䲔ᒢ亴᧚ᯭǃ㍗ᙕ᧚ᯭǄ
Article 32 The intervention or emergency measures introduced according to the
provisions of Article 30 and Article 31 shall be removed or lifted in time when the
situations that call for such measures disappear.
ㅜӄㄐ ԧṬⴁⶓỰḕ
CHAPTER FIVE MONITORING AND CHECKING OF PRICES
ㅜйॱйᶑ ৯㓗ԕк㓗Ӫ≁᭯ᓌԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘ˈ⌅ሩԧṬ⍫ࣘ䘋㹼ⴁⶓỰḕˈᒦ➗
ᵜ⌅Ⲵ㿴ᇊሩԧṬ䘍⌅㹼Ѫᇎᯭ㹼᭯༴㖊Ǆ
Article 33 The price departments of the people's governments at and above the
county level exercise monitoring and checking over pricing activities according
to law and mete out administrative punishments on acts that violate the law.
ㅜйॱഋᶑ ᭯ᓌԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘䘋㹼ԧṬⴁⶓỰḕᰦˈਟԕ㹼֯лࡇ㙼ᵳ˖
Article 34 In exercising monitoring and checking of prices, government price
departments shall exercise the following powers:
˄а˅䈒䰞ᖃһӪᡆ㘵ᴹޣӪઈˈᒦ㾱≲ަᨀ䇱᰾ᶀᯉ઼оԧṬ䘍⌅㹼ѪᴹަⲴޣԆ䍴ᯉ˗
1. To inquire into people concerned or related personnel and demand for
evidences or other materials relating to law-violating acts;
˄Ҽ˅ḕ䈒ǃ༽ࡦоԧṬ䘍⌅㹼ѪᴹⲴޣᑀ㉯ǃঅᦞǃࠝ䇱ǃ᮷Ԧ৺ަԆ䍴ᯉˈṨሩоԧṬ
䘍⌅㹼ѪᴹⲴޣ䬦㹼䍴ᯉ˗
2. To look into and duplicate account books, bills, vouchers, documents or other
materias related to price law violating acts and verify banking materials
associated with price law violating acts.

˄й˅ỰḕоԧṬ䘍⌅㹼ѪᴹⲴޣ䍒⢙ˈᗳ㾱ᰦਟԕ䍓ԔᖃһӪᲲޣڌ㩕ъ˗
3. To checked property related to the price law violating acts and, if necessary,
order the people concerned to stop business operation.
˄ഋ˅൘䇱ᦞਟ㜭⚝ཡᡆ㘵ԕਾ䳮ԕਆᗇⲴᛵߥлˈਟԕݸ⌅㹼ⲫ䇠؍ᆈˈᖃһӪᡆ㘵ᴹ
ޣӪઈнᗇ䖜〫ǃ䳀९ᡆ㘵䬰⇱Ǆ
4. To register and keep some evidences that are liable to be destroyed or kept
out of hand or is hard to obtain for which people concerned or related personnel
must not in any cases remove, hide or destroy.
ㅜйॱӄᶑ 㓿㩕㘵᧕ਇ᭯ᓌԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘ⲴⴁⶓỰḕᰦǄᓄᖃྲᇎᨀԧṬⴁⶓỰḕᡰᗵ
䴰Ⲵᑀ㉯ǃঅᦞǃࠝ䇱ǃ᮷Ԧԕ৺ަԆ䍴ᯉǄ
Article 35 In accepting the monitoring and checking by government price
departments, business operators should provide their account books, bills and
vouchers, documents or other materials needed for such monitoring and
checking.
ㅜйॱޝᶑ ᭯ᓌ䜘䰘ԧṬᐕӪઈнᗇሶ⌅ਆᗇⲴ䍴ᯉᡆ㘵Ҷ䀓Ⲵᛵߥ⭘Ҿ⌅䘋㹼ԧ
Ṭ㇑⨶ԕཆⲴԫօަԆⴞⲴˈнᗇ⋴䵢ᖃһӪⲴ୶ъ〈ᇶǄ
Article 36 The personnel of government prices departments are wholly
prohabited to use materials or information obtained according to law for
purposes other than price control or reveal business secrets of the people
concerned.
ㅜйॱгᶑ ⎸䍩㘵㓴㓷ǃ㙼ᐕԧṬⴁⶓ㓴㓷ǃት≁ငઈՊǃᶁ≁ငઈՊㅹ㓴㓷ԕ৺⎸䍩㘵ˈ
ᴹᵳሩԧṬ㹼Ѫ䘋㹼⽮ՊⴁⶓǄ᭯ᓌԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘ᓄᖃਁ࠶ݵᥕ㗔ՇⲴԧṬⴁⶓ⭘Ǆ
Article 37 Consumer organizations, workers' price monitoring organizations,
neighborhood committees, village committees and consumers have the right to
exercise monitoring over price activities. Government price departments should
give a full play to the monitoring roles of the people.
ᯠ䰫অսᴹᵳ䘋㹼ԧṬ㠶䇪ⴁⶓǄ
Medias have the right to mobilize public opinion for the monitoring of prices.
ㅜйॱޛᶑ ᭯ᓌԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘ᓄᖃᔪ・ሩԧṬ䘍⌅㹼ѪⲴѮᣕࡦᓖǄ
Article 38 Government price departments shall establish a system for reporting
acts of violation of the price law.
ԫօঅս઼њӪ൷ᴹᵳሩԧṬ䘍⌅㹼Ѫ䘋㹼ѮᣕǄ᭯ᓌԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘ᓄᖃሩѮᣕ㘵㔉Ҹ啃࣡ˈ
ᒦ䍏䍓ѪѮᣕ㘵؍ᇶǄ

Any unit or individual has the right to report acts of violation of price law and the
government price departments shall encourage such reporting and undertake to
keep secret what concerns concerning the reporters.
ㅜйॱҍᶑ 㓿㩕㘵нᢗ㹼᭯ᓌᤷሬԧǃ᭯ᓌᇊԧԕ৺⌅ᇊⲴԧṬᒢ亴᧚ᯭǃ㍗ᙕ᧚ᯭⲴˈ
䍓Ԕ᭩↓ˈ⋑᭦䘍⌅ᡰᗇˈਟԕᒦ༴䘍⌅ᡰᗇӄؽԕлⲴ㖊Ⅾ˗⋑᭦䘍⌅ᡰᗇⲴˈਟԕ༴ԕ
㖊Ⅾ˗ᛵ㢲ѕ䟽Ⲵˈ䍓Ԕڌъᮤ亯Ǆ
Article 39 Business operators who refuse to implement the government-set or
guided prices, legal price intervention measures or emergency measures shall
be ordered to correct, have their illegal proceeds confiscated and be fined
concurrently for an amount less than five times the illegal proceeds. In cases of
no illegal proceeds involved, a fine may still be imposed. For serious cases, they
shall be ordered to stop business operation and make correction.
ㅜഋॱᶑ 㓿㩕㘵ᴹᵜ⌅ㅜॱഋᶑᡰࡇ㹼ѪѻаⲴˈ䍓Ԕ᭩↓ˈ⋑᭦䘍⌅ᡰᗇˈਟԕᒦ༴䘍
⌅ᡰᗇӄؽԕлⲴ㖊Ⅾ˗⋑ᴹ䘍⌅ᡰᗇⲴˈҸԕ䆖ˈਟԕᒦ༴㖊Ⅾ˗ᛵ㢲ѕ䟽Ⲵˈ䍓Ԕڌ
ъᮤ亯ˈᡆ㘵⭡ᐕ୶㹼᭯㇑⨶ᵪޣ䬰㩕ъᢗ➗Ǆ
Article 40 Business operators who have violated one of the acts listed in Article
14 of this law shall be ordered to correct, have their illegal proceeds confiscated
and be fined concurrently for an amount less than five times the illegal proceeds.
In cases of no illegal proceeds involved, a warning shall be issued, together with
a fine. For serious cases, they shall be ordered to stop operation for correction
or have their business licenses revoked.
ᴹ⌅ޣᖻሩᵜ⌅ㅜॱഋᶑᡰࡇ㹼ѪⲴ༴㖊৺༴㖊ᵪޣਖᴹ㿴ᇊⲴˈਟԕ➗ᴹ⌅ޣᖻⲴ㿴ᇊ
ᢗ㹼Ǆ
If other laws have stipulations concerning the punishments for acts listed in
Article 14 of this law, the related laws shall prevail.
ᴹᵜ⌅ㅜॱഋᶑㅜ˄а˅亩ǃㅜ˄Ҽ˅亩ᡰࡇ㹼ѪˈҾᱟޘഭᙗⲴˈ⭡ഭ࣑䲒ԧṬѫ㇑䜘
䰘䇔ᇊˈҾᱟⴱ৺ⴱԕл४ฏᙗⲴˈ⭡ⴱǃ㠚⋫४ǃⴤ䗆ᐲӪ≁᭯ᓌԧṬѫ㇑䜘䰘䇔ᇊǄ
Whether acts listed in 1, 2 of Article 14 and are of national in nature shall be
upon the judgment of the State Council price department and whether the acts
are regional in nature, they shall be confirmed by price departments of
provincial, autonomous regional and municipal people's governments.
ㅜഋॱаᶑ 㓿㩕㘵ഐԧṬ䘍⌅㹼Ѫ㠤֯⎸䍩㘵ᡆ㘵ަԆ㓿㩕㘵ཊԈԧⅮⲴˈᓄᖃ䘰䘈ཊԈ
䜘࠶˗䙐ᡀᦏᇣⲴˈᓄᖃ⌅ᣵ䎄گ䍓ԫǄ
Article 41 Whereas business operators have caused overpayment by consumers
or other business operators in violation of price law, the part in excess of the due

payment shall be returned. If damages are done, the business operators shall
undertake to compensate for the losses.
ㅜഋॱҼᶑ 㓿㩕㘵䘍৽᰾⸱ḷԧ㿴ᇊⲴˈ䍓Ԕ᭩↓ˈ⋑᭦䘍⌅ᡰᗇˈਟԕᒦ༴ӄॳݳԕл
Ⲵ㖊ⅮǄ
Article 42 Whereas business operators violate the provisions about price
marking, they shall be ordered to correct, have their proceeds confiscated and
be fined concurrently for an amount of less than RMB5,000.
ㅜഋॱйᶑ 㓿㩕㘵㻛䍓ԔᲲޣڌ㩕ъ㘼нˈⲴ→ڌᡆ㘵䖜〫ǃ䳀९ǃ䬰⇱ⲫ⌅䇠؍ᆈ
Ⲵ䍒⢙Ⲵˈ༴ޣ㩕ъᡰᗇᡆ㘵䖜〫ǃ䳀९ǃ䬰⇱Ⲵ䍒⢙ԧ٬аؽԕкйؽԕлⲴ㖊ⅮǄ
Article 43 For business operators who refuse to stop operation for correction as
ordered or remove, hide or destroy things recorded for keeping according to law,
a fine ranging from over one time to less than three times the value of the things
removed, hidden or destroyed shall be imposed.
ㅜഋॱഋᶑ ᤂ㔍᤹➗㿴ᇊᨀⶓⴁỰḕᡰ䴰䍴ᯉᡆ㘵ᨀ㲊ٷ䍴ᯉⲴˈ䍓Ԕ᭩↓ˈҸԕ䆖
˗䙮ᵏн᭩↓Ⲵˈਟԕ༴ԕ㖊ⅮǄ
Article 44 Business operators who refuse to provide materials needed for price
monitoring and checking or provide false materials shall be ordered to correct,
with a warning. Whereas they refuse to correct within the prescribed time limit,
a fine shall be imposed.
ㅜഋॱӄᶑ ൠᯩ㓗Ӫ≁᭯ᓌᡆ㘵㓗Ӫ≁᭯ᓌᴹޣ䜘䰘䘍৽ᵜ⌅㿴ᇊˈ䎵䎺ᇊԧᵳ䲀઼
㤳ത㠚ࡦᇊǃ䈳ᮤԧṬᡆ㘵нᢗ㹼⌅ᇊⲴԧṬᒢ亴᧚ᯭǃ㍗ᙕ᧚ᯭⲴˈ䍓Ԕ᭩↓ˈᒦਟԕ
䙊ᣕᢩ䇴ˈሩⴤ᧕䍏䍓Ⲵѫ㇑Ӫઈ઼ަԆⴤ᧕䍓ԫӪઈˈ⌅㔉Ҹ㹼᭯༴࠶Ǆ
Article 45 Whereas local people's governments at all levels or related
government departments at all levels fix or adjust prices beyond their terms of
reference or refuse to implement price intervention measures or emergency
measures shall be ordered to correct and may be criticized by issuing circulars.
People in charge or related people directly responsible shall be given
administrative punishments according to law.
ㅜഋॱޝᶑ ԧṬᐕӪઈ⋴䵢ഭᇦ〈ᇶǃ୶ъ〈ᇶԕ৺┕⭘㙼ᵳǃᖷ⿱㡎ᔺǃ⧙ᘭ㙼ᆸǃ
㍒䍯ਇ䍯ˈᶴᡀ⣟㖚Ⲵˈ⌅䘭ウࡁһ䍓ԫ˗ቊнᶴᡀ⣟㖚Ⲵˈ⌅㔉Ҹ༴࠶Ǆ
Article 46 Whereas government personnel in charge of prices have leaked State
secrets, commercial secrets or abused their power, resort to deception for
personal gains, commit dereliction of duty or accept bribes and the cases are
serious enough as to constitute crimes, criminal responsibilities shall be affixed.

If a case is not serious enough to constitute a crime, an administrative
punishment shall be meted out.
ㅜгㄐ 䱴ࡉ
CHAPTER SEVEN SUPPLEMENTARY PROVISIONS
ㅜഋॱгᶑ ഭᇦ㹼᭯ᵪⲴޣ᭦䍩ˈᓄᖃ⌅䘋㹼ˈѕṬ᧗ࡦ᭦䍩亩ⴞˈ䲀ᇊ᭦䍩㤳തǃḷ
߶ˈ᭦䍩Ⲵާփ㇑⨶࣎⌅⭡ഭ࣑䲒ਖ㹼ࡦᇊǄ
Article 47 State administrative organs shall collect fees strictly according to law,
limit fee collection items and scope and standards of fee collection. Specific
administration methods for such fee collection shall be provided for separately
by the State Council.
࡙⦷ǃ≷⦷ǃ؍䲙䍩⦷ǃ䇱ࡨ৺ᵏ䍗ԧṬˈ䘲⭘ᴹ⌅ޣᖻǃ㹼᭯⌅㿴Ⲵ㿴ᇊˈн䘲⭘ᵜ⌅˗
Interest rates, exchange rates, insurance premium rates, securities and futures
prices shall be subject to related laws or administrative decrees instead of this
law.

